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Accessible language for
people with special features 
f.i.learning disabilities?

• Special solutions (f.i. German speaking countries: Leichte Sprache)
• Not acceptable for other people (with and without reading problems)
• Emphasizing “otherness”
• Excluding



An other way of framing
the problem of accessible 
language use

Many people have limited knowledge of reading, writing, 
working with numbers and they find it hard to understand 
official forms and to deal with modern technology

people with low literacy skills
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Accessible language for all people 
with low literacy skills 

Some may have left school (too) early
Some may have physical or psychological reasons such as poor hearing, vision or 
problems with speech or dementia
Some will have a Learning Disability
Some will have specific learning difficulties such as dyslexia
Some were part of a large class and not having specific needs catered for
Some are poor and have lack of access to educational resources
Some got out of practice
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In the Netherlands

2,5 Million people have low literacy skills  (about 18% of the 
Dutch population): 

• Problems with reading, writing and with numbers

• Causing problems to deals with societal challenges

In many other countries percentages are even higher 
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Boundaries between the levels are not 
strict but most people function best on a 
level on which they feel comfortable 
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People with low literacy skills

Many have low literacy skills for a while and manage to acquire better 
skills but many will not succeed in acquiring better literacy skills (not 
everybody is capable to learn to read and write better)

We do support efforts aiming at improving writing / reading skills

But society can be more accessible if we use language that can be 
understood by as many people as possible 
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Challenge

To use language inoculated on the language level of the 
least versatile user but offering this language product to 
all addressees
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Taal voor allemaal project
(Language for all): 5 aims

1. Collaboration with all intended communication partners 
2. Guidelines for language use
3. Guidelines for visualisation
4. 1,2,3 based on research
5. Researching the effect of Tva



Taal voor allemaal © 4 versions

1. Taal voor allemaal à language products including people 
with very low literacy skills (A1) (codified)

2. Taal voor allemaal + (plus) à language products including 
people with low literacy skills (A2) (codified)

3. Taal voor allemaal op maat à for special groups (codified)
4. Combinations for mixed groups (A1 / A2 / B1)



It is not only about accessible 
language use!

• Many people with low literacy skills also have problems with:
• The amount of information
• The density of the information

So text writers have to acknowledge this by shortening information or by 
dosing information

This is also an ethical question: how do we deal with these facts as we do not 
want to withhold information……
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It is difficult to write 
accessible language
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What does research tell us?

People with more literacy skills do not have a problem with reading 
information on a lower literacy level

(as long as the information is not perceived as made for children) 

(Meppelink, 2016: Designing digital health information in a health 
literacy context)
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The challenge!

To design a (n oral or written) communication product (including text, 
images and lay-out or presentation) 
That is accessible for as many people as possible in the targeted group 
and 
That is accepted by as many people as possible in the targeted group

(products must avoid being precipitated as childish) 
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Our target group

In most cases all people who can read thus people 
with and without low literacy skills
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Equilibrium between 
Understanding and accepting
texts



Why not use T-Scan

Text analysis software  based on 400 linguistic measures on 
lexical complexity, sentence complexity, referential and 
relational coherence, concreteness, personality and word 
probability of Dutch texts based om experimental and 
theoretical research (Kraf & Pander Maat, 2009; Pander Maat 
et al., 2014).

Because it is not about text complexity but about all readers’ 
comprehension and acceptance
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CEF and texts presented
by the Dutch authorities

 
Figuur 1: verschil aanbod en ontvanger leesniveau van overheidsteksten – een bewerking van de figuur van 
Stichting Accessibilty (g.j.). 
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Collaboration with the
Amsterdam municipality
About 30% of the Amsterdam citizens have (very) low literacy skills 
hindering them to understand the communication products of the 
Amsterdam municipality (letters, website etc.)
• They miss out on benefits 
• They do no not know their rights
• They fail to follow up on messages the municipality sends them
• They ask many questions (telephone / mail) but are not satisfied by 

the answers they get
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Two Problems

• Amsterdam citizens have different literacy skills
• The municipality does not know the literacy skills of every individual 

citizen
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Project with 17 experienced 
communication experts of the Amsterdam 
municipality

We tested 3 communication products (in different versions) 
a. all boys and girls aging 13 receiving a letter about their identity card; 
b. the letter about the city pass with befits for people with low income; 
c. a decision by the municipality about a request for a scooter (not 
presented in this presentation);
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Tests with addressees

• We designed a quick test to assess the actual reading level of a person
• We did tests on remembering and understanding the information 

presented with at least 5 addressees functioning on a certain reading 
level 
• We included reading and remembering tests with readers on the 

highest reading level
• Additionally we asked them questions about their acceptability of a 

text product they just had read
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Testing comprehension

• Free recall
• Multiple choice
• Assorting task
• Scheme task
• Observing task behaviour

• Cloze testing?
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Letter (version)

City pass
2-level letter: core Tva (A1), Rest in Tva+ (A2)

City pass 
Entire letter in Tva+ (A2)

Identity Card
3-level letter: core in Tva (A1), Rest in Tva+ (A2) and 
appendix in B1

Identity card
2-level letter: letter in Tva + (A2) and appendix in B1



City pass

2-level-Tva-variant on a A2 level was understood best
• No difference between A1/A2 readers in understanding this variant

• B1(+) readers liked the A2 Tva+ variant better



Identity card

• A1-readers: Variant with core information in Tva (A1) was 
better understood by them.

• B1(+)-readers: no difference in understanding both variants. 

• The B1-readers didn‘t found it problematic to read a text on a 
A1 level.

• Pictures did really help readers to understand the message 
better.



Questions for adult B1+ readers

We asked readers functioning on a B1 or higher reading level how well 
they appreciated letters on an A1, A2 or mixed level (mixed results)  

Then we told them why the Amsterdam municipality was considering 
altering their communication format (so that citizens with lower literacy 
skills also could read the information) 

Then we asked again about their opinions (many citizens changed their 
opinion stating that they now would accept future letters in the new 
mode, but not all citizens would accept this)
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Lessons learned

• There is not one solution for the problem to include as many readers 
as possible when addressing a mixed population. 
• Explaining the backgrounds for the choice to be made is important to 

acquire acceptance.
• Not everyone will accept more accessible information formats
• It takes courage to make an inclusive decision
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The next step

• Amsterdam municipality has changed the level of their citizen 
communication to an A2 level (Tva+) 
• A big insurance company decided to go for an A2 level (they were on a 

B1 level but too many customers did not understand their 
communication products) 
• Both will not reach about 5% of there clients as they will have literacy 

skills on a A1 level (but both will include far more citizens / clients in 
their communication as so far)
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Research challenges page 1

• Guidelines  we are not sure about all items in the guidelines
• Guidelines  we do not know what are the most important items in the 

guidelines
• We have to validate our test to assess the initial language level of the 

addressees who collaborate with us to test the texts
• We have to validate our procedures to test the comprehensibility of 

our text
• We have to validate procedures to collaborate with examiners
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Research challenges page 2

• We have to validate our procedures to test the acceptability of our text
• We have to validate our procedures to test pictures / pictograms / 

photos rally help to understand a text better
• We have to assess if messages in ‘Language for all(+)’ eventually 

activate addressees to act according to the message included in the 
text
• We have to design and maintain procedures to guarantee 

professionals are capable Tva(+) translators
• We have to find ways to seduce organizations and government to 

adapt Tva+ as a communication standard
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Research challenges page 3

• We have to find ways to deal with legal issues concerning texts in Tva+
• We have to discuss the pros and cons of shortening texts (ethic 

boundaries)
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Next two challenges

• To publish literature in Tva+
• Collaboration with publishing house 
• “eenvoudig communiceren” (Spass am Lesen Verlag)
• Research among regular readers of products 
• (novels, crime, coursebooks etc.) 
• about their motives and experiences to read these texts
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A web based application
Translating a text in Tva

Actielijst met 
hertaalde onderdelen 38

Digital platform
From letter to action Help application



As always

More	research	is	needed!

X.M.H.Moonen@uva.nl


